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Scene I


“You know those places”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: silence

Eat: Roasted mutton

Drink: Whiskey - Lagavulin 16 years
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  You know those places that you have to close your eyes to see?

Those places that you close the eyes, and you see them there. As if

they had never existed before. 

  Well, Dollville was one of those places. I said was because they say

there's nobody out there anymore; you see, this is not a happy story.

There will be people dying, families dying, there will even be a city

dying: Dollville, in fact.



  I forgot to introduce myself.

  My name is Iago. I was born in London around 1600 and my job is

telling stories. I am a story myself and I am not what I am. As my

father used to say “we are such stuff as dreams are made on,”

therefore, what I do is just translate my dreams into words.



  I'll warn you: what I'm gonna tell you is the true story of a mind that

never existed, so open your eyes wide. Try to look a bit further than

these white pages and the hoarse voice of an old Venetian. 

  Try to close your eyes and think that the rational reality you're so

proud of is nothing but an illusion. 

  Try to believe in my words, as I believed and still believe in their

power, because it's through them that the emptiness of routine turns

into the tragedies and the comedies of our days. 
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  So: don't move one line further if you don't shiver at the plucked D

note of an acoustic guitar, and if the poems of the French visionaries

bother you. Don't listen to my words, if you're not ready to love them

or hate them, as your worst enemy and your most tender love. Don't

save for me one second more if you don't believe that words can

create more than superstition or chaos. 



  As I was saying... in this dead city, when it was still alive, one day

arrived a white boy. His name was Pete O'Brien. He stepped on the

main street of Dollville on an April rainy day.

  In the saloon - not that it was a real saloon, those times were

probably already gone, and to tell the truth I'm not even sure there had

ever been saloons there, but if you could see that place, you wouldn't

call it a “bar,” “coffee shop,” “hotel” or anything else. You'd call it a

saloon.

  In that saloon, as I was saying, the men were drinking bad whiskey,

leaning on the bar. It was in a moment like this when Pete O'Brien

stepped for the first time onto the main street of Dollville. And you

would have thought it was John Wayne if you had seen him, I can

assure you. Because he had that attitude, those boots, that look, that if

you had seen him



  “Fuck, John Wayne!”



  But it was Pete O'Brien.

  A white boy from Dublin, who had enough time to leave the imprints

of his boots on the mud covering Dollville, to spit the last drop of

alcohol left in his flask and to open the saloon's door.



  He didn't get involved with the seedy underworld or entertain the
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local women with loquacious dialogs. Some seconds after having

opened that door, in fact, he found himself having three more holes in

his body than God had decided to provide him with. 

  Dollville was a place of quiet people, who didn't like noise or

exaggeration. Nobody would have ever dared to give that pretty boy

from the north-west more than three bullets. 

  You know... people there don't like this kind of thing and you can be

damn sure that somebody, the day after, would complain about the

wasted bullets. And by the way, three shots were more than enough

for a white boy with tender skin, still smelling like milk.



  “Bill, go and see if you can spill some alcohol from that green sack.”

  “Drain him good and you'll see that we'll make him spit out some

Guinness.”

  “Stop being silly and come help me. The party's tonight, and I have

no intention of sweeping that hunk of meat away.”



  There was a party that night in Dollville and the Irish boy was not in

the list. I don't know if you've ever been down there, but those people

don't like it when strangers get involved in their business, and even

less when they try to crash their parties. 

  They don't like main characters. They think about stories in the old

way, and they're sure that the secondary characters of a story can

handle everything on their own without any problem. A white kid

from Dublin that had already occupied the first lines of their story

couldn't obviously be their boy. 



  “At the end, it's a story about Dollville, not about that fucking sheep

eater of a white boy.”
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  How can one say that Knox, the smith, was wrong? Not so much for

that sheep thing... I don't think O'Brien had ever eaten a single sheep

in his whole life, while Knox always liked them. Not even for the fact

that he was white, at the end, since everybody was white in Dollville.

But nobody could say he was wrong, right?
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Scene II


“You felt it in the air”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “American Pie”, Don Mc Lean

Eat: Lemon pie

Drink: Earl Grey Tea
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  All that rain was creating a strange atmosphere out there in Dollville.

If there had been samurai, you would have thought you were in a

Kurosawa movie, but there was no samurai and I think there never

were any. Apart for the dreams of some jester, or of some madman. 

  In the air, Don McLean's “American Pie” was playing. Can you hear

it? I'm sure you can hear it, just like me. Every time I think about

those images I can't help hearing Don McLean's “American Pie”. You

heard it, you felt it in the air. There was that smell. You know that

smell that you feel when you turn on the stereo and you play Don

McLean's “American Pie” on vynil? 

  Well, that one. Exactly that one.

  I don't know if that song had already been written, but I'm sure that

Don Mc Fucking Lean was feeling that smell, when he wrote it.

Maybe he was there. Maybe he was between Knox and Jackie when

the three drops of lead went from front to back in O'Brien's body and

maybe it was in that exact moment that he took the guitar, and he

started playing.



  “Another one, Don.”

  “Show us what you can do.”

  “Play something for me, hombre. You can be sure I'll repay you.”
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  Don didn't like to be the main character; for this reason they had no

problem accepting him in Dollville. When he signed the contract for

this story, they told him immediately



  “Look, Don, you won't be killing anybody, you won't be winning any

duel, any woman. You'll just be there, playing something for us from

time to time, as a soundtrack, as a minstrel.”



  And you think he complained?

  Not one word; silent and pen on paper, with the smile on his face and

that song that kept turning in his mind, turning without coming out,

then... a saloon's door opening, three shots and - BAM! - voilà the

chords, voilà the rhythm, voilà the words.



  The whole city had been waiting for that night for the last three

hundred sixty-four days and nine hours; since the midnight of the last

15th of April, when the party was over. 

  I understand it might sound weird that at midnight everything was

over: lights off, whiskey and beer stabbing livers, the moon lighting

up some street's corner, the souls waiting for that day that would have

made them happy again: that following 15th of April.

  That day in which everything would have been as that night, once

again: as Times Square at New Year's eve, as the canals of 

Amsterdam on Queen's Day, or the streets of Boston and Dublin on

Saint Patrick's Day. Even if, after having seen the Irish boy that

afternoon, they started thinking that they probably didn't have so much

fun in Dublin on Saint Patrick's Day.

  However, by midnight everything would have been over. It had

always been like that, and nobody had any intention to change

Dollville's traditions.
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  “Have your barrels ready, Jackie. Hundreds of barrels! Your men

will be thirsty tonight.”

  “My men are always thirsty, Paul.”

  “Yeah, but tonight is our night. The streets of this city will be

covered with frozen rivers of pure alcohol. Our women will dance as

they never did; they will dance through our hearts with just a look, and

they will make us touch Heaven with their legs.”
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Scene III


“Gimme two minutes and you'll see”








How to recreate the chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “The Godfather”, Nino Rota

Eat: Eggplant Parmesan

Drink: Nero d'Avola red wine
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  It must have been more or less in that moment that Salvo an

accordionist from Southern Italy, arrived to Dollville. They say he had

heard of Don McLean's story and he wanted to play with him.

  Now, it isn't really easy for a Southern European accordionist, to

become the main character of any story, and even less so if Don

McLean is in the story too. That's why they didn't have many

problems accepting him as the second member of the Dollville Band

that would have accompanied the celebrations.  

  I don't know what popped into his mind. That Salvo was a wise guy,

but I guess he didn't know much about Northern people. It must have

been because of this, that just before signing the contract, he decided

to play “The Godfather,” by Nino Rota.

  He didn't play only “The Godfather,” though. In those two minutes -

two fucking minutes, not one second more - he put all the weddings

and the funerals for which he played (and also those in which he was

just present, usually being the groom or the bereaved).

  He put all the hunger: the hunger of his mother and of his father, of

his children, who kept waiting for him to go back, for a too long

delayed Christmas.

  In those two minutes he put the woolen sweater he had been wearing

for years under other two sweaters, because he had no suitcase to put

them in.
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  “And dying because you're too warm today is always better than

dying because you're too cold tomorrow,” he said.



  That Salvo was a wise guy, for being thirty-five and having lived

enough for eight lives. A wise guy, who needed that place in the

Dollville Band, and therefore decided to play that wonderful music.

That music that lasted just two minutes - not one second more -

because three seconds before the end of the second minute he received

a bullet right into his forehead.

  Can you believe that for three seconds he went on playing?

  Only three seconds more, but with a bullet that went from side to

side of his brain, came out, and hit the wall, while he was still going

on, playing his music, to play the last three seconds of his life.

  Nobody remembers the number of notes that he played in that

amount of time, but everybody remembers the smile that appeared on

his face, and everybody remembers those three seconds of music as

the most beautiful that God had ever sent to Earth for human ears.

  That Salvo was a wise guy, but he didn't understand that Dollville

needed a figurehead, not a phenomenon. Or maybe he understood it

too well, and he died in the best way he could have ever dreamed of;

not because he was too cold, nor because he was too warm, but

because of too much music. Fuck, that guy died of too much music.

  One minute fifty-seven seconds had been enough for the “Dollville

Party Organization” to understand that they couldn't let him play on

the stage, but he didn't agree.



  “Gimme two minutes and you'll see”, he had said.



  And he had those two minutes, fuck the bullets!
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  The bullet, actually.

  They didn't like exaggerations down there and for that guy one bullet

was absolutely more than enough: right into his forehead, but only

one. They never thought about using more than one, not even after

having seen him smiling and playing on. Salvo was one of those who

are tired of being in this world. One of those, who - if one bullet hadn't

been enough - they would have made it be enough, by helping it.



  “Ehy, how u doing? Listen, you think you can do it on your own for

tonight? 'Cause you know... they don't shoot much here, they don't like

noise; maybe for tonight you can do it on your own, then you can be

sure we'll complain and we'll tell them it sucks. It really does. A poor

piece of lead that has to do everything on his own and not even for

somebody important. For a poor thing like me... I understand, I

understand, but you know... if you could, only for this time... would be

awesome... yeah, I mean, you'd really help, I'd be grateful. 

  Deal? Great... thanks, man... I'm sorry, I really am... but you know...

shit happens, and I wouldn't know what to do without you... Thanks.”

  Lights off, dark and no character on the stage - poof - end of game.

  No more sweaters, no more hunger, no more Christmas, children,

godfathers, Dollville - poof - end of game.  
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Scene IV


“I fucked you, guys”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Ballad of a thin man,” Bob Dylan 

Eat: Guinness steak

Drink: Murphy's Irish Stout beer
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  “Mark.”

  “...”

  “Mark…”

  “...”

  “Mark!”

  “...”

  “Mark! Move your ass!”

  “Hey, hey, here I am!”

  “What the fuck! You think you're ready to work? We're fucking late.

We don't have much time and the stage's not ready. You know what

they're gonna do if we don't finish in time. You didn't forget about

Jack, did you?”

  “No, I didn't. Nobody can forget Jack.”



  I can understand if you did forget about Jack. No problem. That's the

reason I'm here.

  Jack David Kerry junior (son of Jack David Kerry senior), was the

city's joiner. I said was because he stopped being it on the 15th of

April of 19 years ago, at 9:01 pm, when the “Dollville Party

Organization” realized that the stage for the party was still missing a

nail. A nail that, just to be clear, old Jack was holding in his hand,

ready to go join the other one thousand three hundred and twenty-six
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that had been driven in those massive wood boards, imported from

Canada specially for the occasion. 

  An half an inch long nail that, since it wasn't driven in in time by

Jack, was driven, slightly late, on Jack.   Right between his right eye

and his left eye, between the hair and the eyebrows, halfway up his

forehead.

  How long do you think that poor old man lived? Definitely not too

long. They did a great job and Jack didn't have anything to complain

about, since:



  “A duty is a duty”, as he wisely said, just before his skull was

perforated and his head was used instead of that nail to hold the boards

together. Smart choice, since in fact the nail was contained in it. 



  So... Jack remained there, on the stage, on stage right, for the whole

concert. People who saw the show say they saw Jack's eyes shining

when Tina Turner stepped on the stage. From his position the view

must have been quite interesting, considering the length of her skirt.

  They saw Jack's eyes shining, looking for a second to Tina Turner,

and then to the audience, as if he wanted to say



  “I fucked you, guys.”

 

  And nothing else.

  Enough to drive in the memory of a city: a joiner without praise or

blame, but with a nail driven into his head.

  And this is why Mark Tottel junior and Mark Tottel senior (since the

Tottels had substituted the Kerrys) had no intention of finishing their

work too late. By the way, one could easily understand them; this time

there wouldn't have been Tina Turner playing.
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  I don't think I'm supposed to say this, because it's only rumors going

around for the moment, but I heard there were even some discussions

with the Stones. Don't say a word, please, I could be fired for this.

Anyway, I bet you understand why Mark Tottel junior and Mark

Tottel senior had no intention of laying down on a corner of the stage,

with a nail driven in their heads, to look under Mick Jagger and Keith

Richards' skirts, even if probably shorter than Tina Turner's one.
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Scene V


“Ah, l'amour”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Perfect,” Alanis Morissette

Eat: Chantilly cream and strawberries

Drink: Passito di Pantelleria white wine
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  The Lowell twins. 

  Can you imagine how beautiful the Lowell twins were? There are

boys and men, even fathers, who would fuck up everything for just

one kiss from those babes.

  Babes... eighteen-year old blue-eyed blondes, with curvy hips.

People would swear that the twins came out of a pearl, dropped in the

sea by Venus, lulled by Neptune and brought back to light by golden

waves, blown by northern winds.

  Always covered in long white dresses, perfect for 19th century sweet

ladies, so as not to show off their long legs (don't tell their father how

many men have been under those slips). They went out only on

Sundays for the mass, and every morning at 10:15 am to go shopping

at Walter's.

  The line at Walter's was quite long at 10:15 am. And you could bet

you wouldn't find a single woman at that time, apart from the twins.

The men stood there, watching them, and while they dreamed of

cheating on their wives, the men of Dollville pretended they were

helping them.



  “Baby, I'll buy the bread. Don't you worry about that. I'm also gonna

buy some of those tomatoes you like so much.”

  “Sweetheart, let me do some shopping for you.”
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  “Love, I'm going to Walter's, so you can rest a bit.”

  And their eyes were fixed on the Lowell twins.



  “What's the price of the oranges?”

  “Just as much as yesterday, mister Shelley.”

  “I'll have two blondes then.”

  “Two blondes, mister Shelley?” 

  “Two pounds, Walter, two pounds.”

  Ah, l'amour...



  Two cute and chaste girls, the Lowell twins. So chaste that they

would never let a man look under their dress. But if somebody wanted

to put his hands underneath, they certainly couldn't help it. What could

they say, if somebody decided to hug them and reach under their

skirts, or between their legs in their most audacious games?

  They could swear on a stack of bibles that no man in the world had

ever looked under their dress. But if somebody, between potatoes and

artichokes, fennels and zucchini, had put much more than hands, it

wasn't obviously other people's business and nobody would have ever

dared asking.



  Two sweet and pure girls, the Lowell twins. So pure that every

Sunday they stayed in the confessional twenty minutes each to confess

their sins, even if, as everybody would have swore in Dollville, they

had never committed any.



  Two tender and subdued girls, the Lowell twins. So subdued that

they would have never dared confessing their sins in front of a man of

God. So subdued that, in order to show all their subordination to God,

instead of standing in front of him, they laid  under the priest in that
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confessional.



  Oh yeah, chaste and pure the Lowell twins, and subdued. So pure

that they confessed their sins by whispering them to the ears of the

altar boy, who gave them the right punishment for their sins after

every mass. 



  “Emma, did you see the nice boy that arrived today?”

  “Who? The one in the saloon?”

  “Exactly. He was so tender. He looked so young and naive, ready to

be taken care of.”

  “You're right, my dear Desdy. It's a shame they blew him away.”

  “In this city you can't even look at a nice piece of fresh meat before

they blow him away with four shots to the head.”

  “Three, Desdy.”

  “Two, three or four, it's always one cute little thing less for us.”

  “...”

  “...”

  “...”

  “Let's do the shopping list.”

  “Alright.”

  “So... for tomorrow, I'd say Smith in the sweets lane.”

  “Uhm, yeah, not bad. For the vegetables lane, shall we keep Dowel?”

  “Yeah, absolutely, he's so good.”

  “And then we have the last three that reserved last week, right?”

  “Right. This waiting list thing was a great idea. Now we can avoid

having too many people around and we can also do some selection,

leaving the old guys home.”

  “Apart for Tuckwell.”

  “Exactly. He can be fifty-six, but he's as fresh as a child and he's an
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absolute freak.”

  “You're so bad, Desdy.”

  “I'm so good when I'm so bad, Emma. And you're worse than me

anyway.”

  “Girls! Come down and make dinner.”

  “We're coming, dad.”

  “Put everything away and let's get back to our clean angel faces.”

  “And our dirty legs...”
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Scene VI


“No smiles and cotton candy”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Llorando,” Rebekah Del Rio

Eat: Popcorn

Drink: Coke
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  One night the circus arrived in Dollville, just like in every other city

in the world. It was the first circus of the world that wasn't

hypocritical, because they declared from the beginning, that it was a

sad circus. Because let's face it, when did you ever have fun in a

circus?

  No show in the world could ever be more sad and disturbing, and no

human being, with any humanity could ever have fun seeing it. Only a

monster. OK, maybe some kids, but when they go back home they

cry. No doubt.

  And not because of the animals in cage, forced to jump around for

the audience. They're probably the ones who have more fun. The

performers are the real problem.

  Clowns, trapeze artists, lion-tamers, fire-eaters, and pretty women

(but never enough), little Bulgarian-Polish orchestras and Russian

acrobats, in the frame of a 1950's Paris, with purple red velvet and

Bell'epoque style lamps: in just one night, under the same big top, you

can find the saddest people, who have ever seen the light of the day.

  “No smiles and marshmallows, but tears and blues. And silence,”

was the Cirque du Blues' motto. The circus was owned by some guy

named MC, the Master of the Ceremonies. He had an ugly face, and a

pretty fake smile eternally drawn on his cheeks with lipstick that was

of a too red red. He had succeeded in gathering together a pretty
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interesting group of sad figures, all rejected by the saddest circuses of

Eastern Europe.

  They arrived together, on a rainy November evening, in a carriage

that was as clean as a Bolivian shithole. On the ass of the carriage, just

one writing: “No smiles and cotton candy, but tears and blues. And

silence.”

  The first to step down from the carriage was Holly, MC behind her,

followed by the too-short dwarf and by the not-so-giant giant.

Water-eater came down after some minutes, together with the tamer

and without the human cannonball, followed by the last member of the

circus, the sad clown.



  That night the big top under the sky of Dollville saw an amazing

show. One of those shows that you carry with you for months, that

you can't forget and that you live once again, from time to time,

between dreams and nightmares.

  MC entered  in a perfect 1930's style, with his top hat, his baton and

a cabaret smile printed between his ears. 



  “Welcome to the circus of silence, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to

the Cirque du Blues. Don't ask us to make you laugh tonight, or to

make your children happy. We are people with good hearts. Therefore

all we can offer you is tears and silence.”



  Then, the show began. The first was Water-eater, the fire-eater who

was afraid of fire. So, instead of eating fire, he drinks a whole tank of

water without ever stopping or pissing his pants. I can assure you it's

much harder than eating fire.

  Straight afterwards, time for the tamer of the most monstrous felines

that exist. It's easy to place your head in the mouth of a lion. It's easy
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to tame a tiger or a panther. But try and convince a cat to do what you

want, if you can. Try to put your head into his mouth without being

torn to pieces, or try to have them jump into a circle of fire. All that

lion shit is useless, taming cats is much more dangerous.

  Even braver was the human cannonball. The fastest one that the

circus world had ever seen. So fast that she never entered the scene.

Somebody said they shot her always one minute fifty-seven seconds

before the beginning of the show, and somebody else said she never

existed.

  Then it was the round of the too-short dwarf and of the not-so-giant

giant. The dwarf was too short to be a dwarf because he actually

wasn't a dwarf. He was simply a very intelligent three year and

fourteen day old boy who looked like an adult, because he was

certainly much more mature than all the people around him. By the

way, the not-so-giant  giant wasn't a giant either. At the last available

measurement he was six feet three inches tall. However, considering

that the other people surrounding him didn't reach six feet at all, the

not-so-giant giant looked quite giant.

  

  After them it was Holly's moment. She was the starlet of the group,

with the plastic sunglasses, the red garter, a beautiful voice, and all the

rest. Holly was one of those women who are too pretty to be in a

circus, but not enough to get out of it. She arrived with a dress, which

had some problems containing at the same time her excesses and her

lacks, that is to say her fat bottom and her flat chest. It looked like a

retired Jessica Rabbit dress, with some hard to be erased wrinkles. 



  Holly had hardly stopped singing her song, a tearjerker and moving

“Llorando,” when the sad clown stepped onto the scene, succeeding in

making all those present cry, by declaring his unreturned love for
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Holly. That clown of a clown was the only real artist of the show. He

had been one of the best clowns of the world until some years before.

Then, one day, MC came to him, with his sad caravan and that pretty

lady, convincing him to jump on the carriage with some vague

promise of success and ten inches of a lipstick smile.

  That was the beginning of his end. He fell in love with her at first

sight and he cried from the emotion. Holly laughed at him and he

started crying from sadness. Since then he never stopped, becoming

the first clown in the history of the circus world to openly show his

sadness.



  The show ended, as always, with just one sentence by MC:



  “We kept every promise we made to you. No smiles and cotton

candy, but plenty of tears. And blues. The saddest kind one, because

there is no orchestra here, no noise, no sound. There's only... silence.”



  And then he shut up. Not one word around him, not one sound, not

one spectator. Because in Dollville nobody liked the circus, and

especially not a sad circus, with a reputation and a motto like the ones

the Cirque du Blues carried around. In the big top, there was only

night and darkness.



  And this was exactly what made it an immortal show. For the first

time the circus had put all its sadness and all its solitude on the table.

No other city would have been ready to host a show like this. Only

Dollville could do it.
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Scene VII


“Not like that moron Faust”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Sympathy for the Devil,” Guns n' Roses

Eat: Red pepper chocolate

Drink: Tap water
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  The news arrived in that same moment. News that makes your chair

tremble under your ass and give you a shake you won't forget; you

definitely won't forget it. The news was that, straight from the cotton

plantations, Robert “R J” Johnson, would have come to Dollville.

  Absolute silence.

  You're not telling me you don't know who he is, are you? Well, then

I guess I'm gonna tell you who Robert Johnson was. They called him

“R J, the rebel angel”. He was a bluesman from the South and like

every other bluesman he didn't play music. Instead, he struck strings

on your heart.

  This wasn't enough for him, though. He always felt like he needed

something more. Something that would make of him the king of blues,

the first musical poet of American history.

  That's the reason he went to visit the only man who owned (and still

owns, but only half of it) the true soul of blues: a deep instinct picked

up for years in the plantations and in the hearts of women and

deposited, little by little, in a windy place. 

  An Italian said that place was the second circle of Inferno, the one

reserved for the lustful. That Italian wasn't completely wrong, apart

for the fact that the lustful are far more down, just beside Lucifer. 

  There's no bigger lust than in a person who plays the blues and

enjoys it. Lustfulness is not a sin but a way of life, which makes you
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live everything with the deepest passion, and the blues is pure passion;

you can't understand it if you don't let yourself go in his warm arms

and in his cold eyes.

  They say that Robert Johnson had to go all the way down to that

infernal place, guided by John Lee Hooker, to pick up half the soul of

blues and run away, straight to Heaven. Up there, waiting for him, was

Janis Joplin. All this in exchange for his soul, given to the Lord of

blues: the devil himself.



  Did you ever hear that story when listening to records of the Rolling

Stones, Queen or the Beatles the opposite way you would hear the

voice of Satan? Well, it wasn't exactly what you would call bullshit.

  The fact is that the devil produced all those albums. And since he

always dreamed of being a rockstar, as payment for the records he

insisted that from the beginning to the end of every album, on a

hidden track that worked the opposite way, there would be his songs.

Songs written and sung by him, and played by the same artists on the

record. He was a tough act to follow. You know, the devil's not a very

quiet guy, and it wasn't really easy to criticize him on the songs, or on

a melodic line that didn't sound that great (read, sucked completely),

but that you had to play anyway.

  The only chance you had was shutting up and playing what he said,

if you didn't want to find yourself in some place full of fire seconds

later, with your head driven in the sand and the guitar somewhere else.



  Don't listen to that three-heads bullshit. Lucifer has only one head

and he opens his two ears only for the blues, played all day and all the

night long by the most famous damned. The say he goes crazy for

Miles Davis.

  Anyway, to go back to Robert Johnson's story, they say he sold his
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soul to the devil, but he actually didn't. He just made a deal: his soul

for half the soul of blues. Lucifer's still crying. Not for the betrayal,

nor for the fall from the sky. He's crying because that Johnson really

fucked him. Not like that moron Faust.

  Anyway, from then on, the strings of R J, the rebel angel, struck your

heart and let it bleed, without ever stopping, until the end came. And if

you succeeded in not fainting you cried like hell, as only a child just

out of his mother's womb or a tired lover can do.



  Imagine the faces of Dollville's people, if you can. The faces they

had when Rob Lee let out the rumor of R J's arrival. Think about the

emotion in front of a star like that, if you can; the rivers of words, the

public rejoicing.



  “   ”

  “   ”

  “   ”

  “   ”

  “   ”

  “   ”



  Faces without any expression, mute, indifferent. Absolute silence.

  

  These were the comments about the rumor of Robert Johnson's

arrival in Dollville. On the other hand, you can't blame them. They

simply had no clue who the fuck Robert Johnson was, and according

to a reliable poll, 102% of them didn't even care to know.



  Don't be surprised by that 2% in excess. There was always somebody

in Dollville, voting two or three times, just to fuck up the numbers for
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the pollster of the city. At the end, he couldn't do anything but declare

more votes than inhabitants every time, even if he obliged his wife and

four children not to vote, in order to have correct figures.
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Scene VIII


“The city can't be but his own”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Shine on you crazy diamond,” Pink Floyd

Eat: Lasagna

Drink: Absinthe
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  Oh God... I forgot to introduce him. 

  Mister Dolls, the emperor of Dollville.  

  It's a long story, Mister Dolls' one. You see him walking with that

owner-of-the-world-look, or at least with an owner-of-Dollville-look

(and it looks like he has the right to). The left hand in a vest pocket

and a Napoleon style hat.



  Nobody actually ever understood if he really is the owner of

Dollville or not, but he had some very important documents in his

favor when he arrived in the city: a birth certificate, a grammar book

and a photocopy of Dollville's welcome sign. 

  How the fuck he could photocopy a welcome sign wasn't really clear

to anybody, but he succeeded and that was probably his strongest

weapon. Nobody could avoid recognizing the similarity between the

last name written on the birth certificate and the city name on the

panel.



  “The city can't be but his own,” said Kruger. “Nobody else could

have found such a stupid name to give a city.”



  Only Betty said something against this, noticing that if the city had

been owned by Mister Dolls, the name should have been Dollsville
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and not Dollville. Mister Dolls replied that his last name was plural,

because it designated the dynasty of a big family, but the city was just

one. That's why his ancestor Functional Dolls, linguist of interregional

fame, used the singular in the moment of the foundation, just like the

grammar books taught them to do. Betty and the others could easily

verify this in the book Mister Dolls had brought as evidence.



  Nobody could deny the proprietary rights of Mister Dolls to the city,

even if everybody was present the day of the foundation, which

happened just some pages ago, and even if nobody remembered

having ever seen Mister Dolls, or his ancestor Functional, linguist of

interregional fame, before the day of the trial.

  The judge declared Dollville property of Mister Dolls on the 16th of

April last year and the new emperor asked to be crowned in the Notre

Dame de Dollvìlle Cathedral (which is the name that was given to the

backyard of Mel's farm ever since). He therefore became the first

emperor of Dollville, gaining the name of Napoleon IV Dolls.



  Somebody who was visiting Dollville in those days said they

remembered that face. They said his name was Syd and he used to go

around the streets of London, with a guitar in his hands and a pot of

madness in his brains.

  He must have been a genius; one of those people, who look at the

asphalt, and they see it purple. One of those people, who look at the

sky, and they see it in sixteen different tonalities of salmon pink.

Someday somebody sent him away, because they say he used to fly up

to the sky with too many diamonds and a certain Lucy. Beatles stories,

in fact.

  Straight after being sent away he decided to leave for Dollville, with

a one-way ticket, fourth class. On the back of that ticket he wrote his
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last words before entering the city and before leaving music and

poetry forever.



  “On a distant shore, miles away from land, stands the ebony totem in

the ebony sand. A dream in a mist of grey. The land lives in silence.”



  Nobody understood what he meant and asking him would have been

quite useless, since he didn't say one word more after the end of the

trial. Only some seconds before the verdict, he spoke for one minute,

moving the jury and the audience that had come for the first and last

trial of Dollville's history.



  “Let me dream for just one moment, the time of a life. Let me create

a city of madmen where I can live, just the time of a song. Then I'll

fade away, slowly.”



  And that was it; not one word more. A mass of madness unfit for this

world, that Dolls. Exactly what was needed to rule Dollville.
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Scene IX


“Always at 2 pm”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Who wants to live forever,” Queen

Eat: Pineapple

Drink: Strawberry Daiquiri
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  That man is John Nelson, a pretty good sailor. The one beside him is

Twayne Ticker, the clockmaker. They say that Dollville's clockmaker

found the way to not get old. 



  “You know, it's quite easy. You just need to move the pointers 60

minutes back at the end of every hour. If you do it, you shift time

zone, and you're always at the same time.”

  “How's it possible, Twayne?”

  “Listen. It should be 7 pm now, right?”

  “Right.”

  “For me it's 2 pm, because since the 28th of January of twenty-four

years ago I move the pointers back at the end of every hour, and so

I've always remained at 2 o'clock. I don't even sleep, in order not to

lose the night hours.”

  “Awesome.”

  “There's just one little problem I haven't solved yet.”

  “What problem, Twayne?”

  “The problem is when you arrive between the Kiribati Islands and

the Midway Islands. There, you lose twenty-four hours all of a

sudden, and when you arrive on the Midways you're one day older. If

you only knew what a pain it is, John.”

  “What a shame.”
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  “Yeah, what a shame. One day all of a sudden. If you only knew

what a pain.”

  “I've never been to the Midway Islands, Twayne.”

  “Oh, I have. I go there every day, between 2 pm and 3 pm. If you 

only knew how beautiful they are, John. Such beaches, such a sea,

such women... You know, I also have a space reserved for the Midway

Islands in my house. I have one for every time zone.”

  “But your house has just two rooms.”

  “Yeah, but I divided every room in twelve parts, in order to have a

room for every time zone, with a clock for each room. I move from

one to the other at the end of the hour, and I am always at the same

time in a different place.”

  “Awesome.”

  “I've basically been living between 2 pm and 3 pm since twenty-four

years ago, and if it wasn't for those Islands I would always be between

2 pm and 3 pm on the 28th of January twenty-four years ago.”

  “Always at 2 pm?”

  “Always at 2 pm. I chose that time because it's the time in which you

feel better. You just finished eating and you can take a nap until 3 pm.

There's no more relaxing hour, don't you think?”

  “Sure, Twayne. It's been twenty-four years you're taking a nap,

then?”

  “Exactly, John.”

  “What a shame for those Islands.”

  “Yeah, what a shame. I also thought about declaring war on them, in

order to destroy them and not to have any problems with them

anymore.”

  “And why did you never do that?”

  “What if my clock breaks during the war?”

  “Everything's over?”
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  “Everything, John. I can't risk it.”

  “You're right, Twayne.”

  “I've been trying for years to find somebody to do it for me, but I

never found anybody. Would you do it, John?”

  “No, Twayne.”

  “Well, thanks anyway, John.”

  “But it's a shame.”

  “Yeah, it's a shame. By the way, I'm living between 2 pm and 3 pm

anyway, which is still a great privilege. You don't know how much I'm

gaining in health and youth.”

  “Right. You're a real genius, Twayne.”

  “Thank you, John.”



  It's really a shame for that little problem, because Twayne Ticker, the

fifty-seven-year old clockmaker of Dollville looked like he was at

least eighty-nine. Because of moving back the pointers he hadn't slept

one hour in the last twenty-four years, and the twenty-four walls of his

house obliged him to stand the whole day.

  However, living between 2 pm and 3 pm was surely a great privilege

anyway.
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Scene X


“Go ask the Fosters”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Under a violet moon,” Blackmore's Night

Eat: Jalisco 

Drink: Sake
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  I think you now have a quite complete view of this city and its

inhabitants. It's a special city, with special people, but at the end of the

day it's all good people and a nice place to live, if you're born there. If

you're not born there, it's not really wise to go live there because, as

you noticed, not all the strangers are accepted without problems. 

  What I just said obviously doesn't mean that the people from

Dollville are racists. The sheriff of Dollville, a certain Terence W.

Spencer, made clear in an interview he gave three years ago for “The

West News”, that



  “People in Dollville don't see any difference between citizens and

strangers when they kill them. If we want to drill someone's head, we

do it. Even if he has been living beside us for thirty years. This is

something we've always been proud of: we kill whoever we want to,

not only strangers.”



  Go ask the Fosters.

  When you arrive in the center of Dollville, go North. It's not difficult;

there's just one way in the center, and it goes to the North. Make a

right just before you reach the saloon and then go to the East. Walk on

until you're halfway up the street and you'll be on a hill. Make some

steps to the South and you'll see, under the valley, a dark and wet little
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river (probably more wet than dark).

  Reach it and walk on the stone bridge that crosses it, the only one in

Dollville. You'll find a stockade in front of you, and a big wooden

gate. Go in, walk two hundred steps to the North, and twenty-four to

the West. From there, walk other twelve steps to the North. The third

grave on the right is the Fosters' one. Go ask them.



  It was raining on the sixth of January seven years ago. Alex Foster,

husband of Jane Foster and father of Molly, Venus and Stanley Foster,

died first. Not that he had done much to deserve it, but in that rainy

day it was cool for somebody to die.

  There was that Kurosawa movie atmosphere; do you remember the

one in the first pages? That one. The rain, the darkness, some cherry

trees blossoming, in a perfect Japanese style. And don't try telling me

that cherry trees don't bloom on the 6th of January, because you've

never been to Dollville, and I can assure you that cherry trees there

bloom exactly on the 6th of January, in the same moment of the

Magi's arrival, and then they die, during the night.

  It was such a Kurosawian atmosphere that that Japanese asshole

wanted the rights on the work. And he even dared complaining, saying

that



  “A good samurai movie needs some head to be cut off.” 



  Everybody knows people in Dollville don't like complaints, so they

decided to cut it short. Actually, they decided to cut Foster's head 

short.

  This is indeed the reason why they cut off Alex Foster's head, while

he was quietly sitting in his house with a view on the center of

Dollville. He was the only heir of the most famous family in the city.
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This wasn't actually much of a problem, to say the truth; one head

less, one more. Once it became clear that the owner of Dollville didn't

care and that the sheriff would be proud of it in the interviews, and

since Kurosawa was still complaining, supported by Kitano, they

decided to do it.



  Ryuichi Han took in his hands a wonderful sword, forged by 

Scandinavian dwarves, and bought some years before on the black

market, and he sliced Alex Foster's neck with a clear cut.

  Everybody expected his head to bleed everywhere, but Alex Foster

had lived his whole life in Dollville, and he knew his inhabitants.

That's why he decided, to avoid any problem and not make the floor of

his city dirty, holding the blood in his neck.



  “A really good citizen, that dead Foster,” said the sheriff.



  The problem came after: Ryuichi began to like it. He said that sword

was spectacular, and it would have been a shame to waste it only on

Alex Foster's head.



  “Such a sharp sword requires a genocide at least,” he said.



  However, they understood quite soon that a genocide would have

meant killing all the people from Dollville, since at that time there was

no other city around it.

  Therefore, they decided that after that point in the everyday

vocabulary of Dollville, the word “genocide” would mean “murder of

an entire family, the Fosters.” A board of linguists was entrusted to

solve the problem by changing the definition of “genocide” in every

dictionary in Dollville. Not that it was such a hard work, since there
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was only one: some white out, an erasable pen (you never know...)

and there you go.



  As soon as the linguists' work was finished, Ryuichi set out for the

Fosters' house. He threw the dictionary to the ground, between the

sand moved by the wind. There was the dull toll of a high noon.

  A deeply red sun was rising behind him. The screams of Sergio

Leone's movies and the beans eaten in Spaghetti Western movies

escorted his walk. The hooves of thousands of colts moved through

his breath. Sofia Loren and the Queen of England, Elizabeth Tudor,

sent him kisses with their hands, blowing them on their gloves.

  Petrarch and Ronsard composed a hymn for his crossing of

Dollville's downtown in Sicilian octaves, set to the Tenth Symphony

of Ludwig van Beethoven for the voice of the archangel Gabriel.

  And at that moment, it snowed.   

  Little snowflakes began to fall on the blade of the wonderful Nordic

sword that Ryuichi was holding in his hands. He stood there, with his

face covered by a bandanna, looking at the bare ground he was

trampling on without leaving any footprints. The wind kept on moving

the sand, already made wet by the snow, and slipping in Ryuichi's

eyes.



  He raised his eyes. Right in front of him was the Fosters' house.

Inside, Jane Foster was tucking in her three children: Molly, Venus

and Stanley, who didn't know anything about their father's death.

  Jane came out, with Molly's puppet in her hands. Dry tears poured

down between her eyes and her lips, on a face of a rare beauty, even if

marked by the taste of the wind and sand of Dollville. 

  She was ready to eat Ryuichi's head to defend her family; her babies

and her little man.
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  “Let's do it, Ryuichi.”

  “Ok, baby.”

  “It's me that you want. Here I am.”

  And while she was speaking, with an intrepid move, she took off the

velvet cloak she was wearing, revealing the wonderful naked body

that Ryuichi already knew.

  “This is a low blow, baby. You know how much I love you.”

  “How long have you dreamed of this sight? Since last time, isn't it?

Since the last night we spent together, three years ago.”

  “That's right, baby.”

  “Here I am. I'm yours now.”



  It wouldn't have been easy for anybody to resist Jane's charm and

curves. Especially for somebody like Ryuichi, who had loved her for

years. He had a job to do, though. He had been charged with a

genocide (he loved that word), and he couldn't stop.

  He decided to go on with his plan, but he realized he would have had

plenty of time to kill them. They stayed in the backyard, from dusk till

dawn, panting in turn and revising their old dirty games.

  When the sun was back in the middle of the sky, with the same deep

red color it had the night before, Ryuichi looked up to the sky out of

the corner of his eye, and in one second he understood it was the

moment.

  He gave a last kiss to Jane, laid down on his side, between the grass

and the sand, and he touched her heart deeply, with the cold

Scandinavian blade, which was resting beside them, complaining for

the hour in which it was used, against the contract.

  Nobody in Dollville wanted to know how the Foster's children's story

ended. Nobody ever said a word about it. Down there they tremble
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only at the thought that some harm could be done to innocent kids.

Everybody knew they were dead, though.
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Scene XI


“And now... silence”








How to recreate this chapter's atmosphere 

Listen to: “Somewhere over the rainbow,” Israel Kamakawiwo'Ole

Eat: Nutella

Drink: La Chouffe beer
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  You know... I could tell you the story of the Dollville Party now,

since 9 pm of the 15th of April of that year is already written in the

past.

  I could describe to you the joy of those people, who poured out into

the streets as if they were flowing into the sea. The alcohol was

soaking their minds and their clothes. Bob Dylan, Queen and the

Rolling Stones got together in a magic concert, accompanied from the

distance by the harp of God and the voice of Freddy Mercury.

  Between the saloon and the Fosters' house Romeo and Juliet met

again. The star-crossed lovers gave the exclusive rights of their

wedding to Dante Gabriel Rossetti, who drew them in the water.

  Pico della Mirandola used the last eighteen minutes of the concert to

write his “Concord of Plato and Aristotle,” which changed the fortune

of all humanity, harmonizing the two philosophies that have always

held the world.

  In one of the many deserted grasslands that surrounded the city,

Michael Jordan started to play again. His Airness, with his celestial

elegance, slammed a dunk in the face of the rebel angel. Satan cried

like hell, creating four new incandescent rivers, which now come out

of the volcanoes. Somebody said he was crying because a human

defeated him, somebody said he was still depressed about the fall from

the sky, and somebody else said it was for that Robert Johnson story,
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since he had just stepped on the stage.

  Nothing like that. He confessed the truth to Bob Woodward, who

was sitting on his typewriter's case some feet further.

 

  “All my life I looked for Art, Bob. Now, finally, I found it.”



  The Imaginary Invalid recovered, thanks to a green tear pouring

down from Arthur Rimbaud's pen, while the French poet was laying

down, enjoying the party and some blondes with a Belgian beer in his

hands. Odin came down from Asgartr to compose poems with him and

to kiss Anita Ekberg, who some time before had left Sweden for

Dollville.

  Beside him, Alexander the Great conceived the heir of his kingdom,

Alice in Wonderland, with an Amazon who had stolen Audrey

Hepburn's eyes in “Breakfast at Tiffany's.”

  The Buddha came back to Earth, abandoning his Nirvana to praise

the Bible and the Odyssey, in a reading accompanied by Mark

Knopfler's acoustic guitar and Alanis Morissette's voice.

  Flaubert finally saw his infinite book written, printed as an

attachment to “The West News.” A book without main characters,

based on nothing, supported only by the force of its style. Mallarmé

called it “The Book” and designed the packaging, with the cover

frescoed on every copy by Raphael.

  Twelve thousand seven hundred eighteen point three angels laid

down on Dollville's main street to welcome the gracious walk of

Venus' sweet feet. She decided to be painted once again, for the last

time, by Alessandro Mariano de Filipepi, better known as Sandro

Botticelli.

  My father, William Shakespeare, decided to give a press conference

to declare he was Cristopher Marlowe, run away from the attempted
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murder of 1593 in the hotel, and obliged since then to live under fake

name.   



  Dollville lived its glory until the end once again, until the last

second. Until that midnight which came late because Zeus, who was

conceiving Hercules with Alcmena, decided to prolong it in order not

to make the day rise anymore.



  I warned you, though. You knew from the beginning that this was

going to be a sad story. Some people died, a family died. Now it's time

for a city to die: Dollville.

  There's nothing down there anymore, apart for air and memories.

  Dollville dies in this moment, in my hands and in yours, exactly as it

was born, evanescent and ethereal. And it dies with the words of the

last song played on its stage that night. The same song which created

this city, founded it and constructed it: stone by stone, note by note.

  The words of Don McLean, last member left in the Dollville band,

and of his “American Pie,” which described exactly the last seconds of

life in the city.



  “And in the streets the children screamed, the lovers cried and the

poets dreamed. But not a word was spoken, the church bells all were

broken. And the three men I admire the most: the Father, Son and the

Holy Ghost, they caught the last train for the coast, the day the music

died.”



  The story of Dollville ends here, the fantasy is just born. Let's

observe one year of silence in memory of Dollville and of music,

dying now, together. From their absence of words, new dreams will be

born.
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  And now... silence.
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a year is a journalist, and has published more than ten works between

prose and poetry, including the novel “Dollville” published in Italian

in March 2006 for Incontri Editrice (www.dollville.it) and translated

in Spring 2007. He has directed and acted in short movies, in musicals

and theater plays in three different languages. He has also directed a

staging of his novel. With a degree in Languages and Literatures at the

University of Bologna, he's currently pursuing a Masters degree in

Comparative Literatures. At the moment he's editing an anthology of
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